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Background 

Almost all machine learning  takes place  within some model of reality.  However, 
thus far,  we have no  explicit  model,  relying  instead  on  implicit  models  that are 
learned from training data. The lack of explicit models means there is no framework 
within which to argue if an algorithm is right or wrong.  Good  or bad. 
 
My goal is the developing of an explicit model of reality. This creates a framework 
within which to understand our algorithms. An explicit model also makes our 
assumptions clearer, allowing them to be questioned and research advanced. 

 

 
 
 

Research Areas 
 

 

High dimensional statistics: 
 
When developing statistical models, the instinct is to think in terms of probability 
density  functions;  however, the concept of density  breaks down  as dimensions 
increase.  Other  things  being  equal,  a statistical  sample  space’s  volume  will 
increase   exponentially   with   the  number  of  dimensions.   As  a  result,   high 
dimensional sample spaces tend to be so huge that even large data-sets will only 
populate them sparsely. This makes high dimensional probability density a poor 
approximation of sample density and vice-versa. 
 

Increasing dimensions takes away one statistical tool but provides another. Vast 
sample  spaces make coincidental  similarity  rare; thus, distances  between high 
dimensional  random vectors tend to  reflect  statistical  dependencies  and vice- 
versa. We develop  a set of theorems that formalize  this  intuition  into a distance 
based statistical technique. 
 

Incremental Learning: 
 
Humans  seem   to   progressively   convert  experience   into   knowledge.   This 
incremental learning  scheme enables us to expand our horizons, learn from our 
mistakes,  grow  wiser  with  age. In  contrast,  machine  learners  predominantly 
employ a clearly defined training stage; after which, the learner is never updated. 
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This phenomenon arises because machine based incremental learners are prone 
to catastrophic forgetting, a mysterious phenomenon that causes old classes to be 
forgotten as new classes are learned. We suggest catastrophic forgetting stems 
from the common practice of representing classes by adversarial boundaries. As 
incremental learners are expected to learn new classes with minimal use of past 
data, they are compelled  to  update the boundaries  with  little  reference  to  the 
adversaries which define them. The resultant boundary corruption often manifests 
as catastrophic  forgetting.  We show this  problem  can be overcome with  a new 
class representation that we term descriptive boundaries. In this paradigm, each 
class is provided a description which is sufficiently detailed to ensure it cannot be 
coincidentally satisfied. This makes the description an implicit class boundary. As 
descriptive-boundaries do not reference an adversary, new classes can be added 
without updating previously learned boundaries, eliminating the source of 
catastrophic   forgetting.   The  result   is   a  simple   but   remarkably   human-like 
incremental learner. 
 
This work is a practical extension of our theory above. We also have extensions 
for one-class learning, anomaly detection and semantic manifold discovery. 

 

 
 

(Please   take  the  time   to  describe   your   interests  and  ideas   in   intellectually 
stimulating and interesting ways. Do not just rely on a list of paper titles to convey 
what is  interesting  and exciting.  Write  your  statement in  a way that highlights 
interesting questions, ways of pursuing these questions, and the types of insights 
you are accumulating.) 
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The papers below are still under review: 

Shell Theory: A Statistical Model of Reality 

Descriptive Boundaries: A new paradigm for incremental learning 


